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ABSTRACT- The activity of Social-TV viewers has considerably grown in last few years. The web TV Show 

Recommendation based on sentiment analysis is quite interesting and extremely challenging. Users can be able to add 

ratings, suggest, comment them and review on TV shows. Web has been socially empowering many audiences in unique 

ways. Now days the rapid development of sharing websites, so many people would like to be audiences in their daily 

entertainments such as TV shows and websites, to attract major audiences many efforts have been taken for popularity 

prediction. 

 Different episodes are released on different days to predict the popularity for TV shows are challenging so we introduce 

this scheme that predict the TV shows based on sentiment analysis. Sentiment Analysis algorithms offers social media 

monitoring  as it allows us to gain an overview of the wider public opinion behind certain topics. The uses of assumption 

examination have capacity to separate bits of knowledge from social information is a training that is in effect generally 

embraced by associations across world. The aim of this work is to gauge the performance of TV program and conjointly 

calculate what number folks are likeable to a specific show or actors of that show and predicting quality of that shows, 

supported the text reviews. we tend to are becoming reviews on social networking websites. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's world internet has become an important part of our day-to-day life. Social TV is a novel paradigm that has received 

much attention in the last decade, researches have brought us new technologies to support interaction among users. TV 

entertainment has gone way beyond traditional broadcasts. The purpose of this sentiment analysis is to improve recommendations 

Video on demand by exploring social interactions among users. In TV show recommendation shows are recommended to viewers 

based on sentiment analysis. Users are provided to add ratings and reviews on the show of their interests.  

In this Social application, users can send friend requests, get friend requests and also view online friends and can also share shows 

with their friends. Easy predictions of trending show based on viewers' reviews or comments. Positive and negative comments 

can be obtained easily by applying some keyword method.  

Data importing and presenting into a graph for better understanding. By performing sentiment analysis on review and apply 

emotions related to post. Emoji using data mining technique also users can check other users emotion-related show. To evaluate 

the performance of TV shows graphical results are presented in bar graphs to view overall results. To attract major audiences 

many efforts are to be taken into considerations. Different episodes are to be released on different days or weekends to know the 

popularity check. 

Viewers can also search TV shows of different categories. Review on particular shows will be extracted and comments are put 

together from different sources and social networks. Based on comment and the popularity of the TV show rating is given 

accordingly. Admin can add or remove new TV shows with category, show name, and images 
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II. MOTIVATION 
 

 We are motivated by the existing system where users can see TV Shows only, they like and recommend based on only their likes. 

so, we developed an application that on a sentiment basis shows TV Shows. 

 • The popularity prediction for TV shows is one of the most interesting and challenging tasks because episodes released on 

weekends or holidays may attract more audiences than those on workdays. 

 • The investigation of Sentimental remark and anticipating whether it is positive or negative comments because nowadays most 

of the television shows are reality shows specializing in dancing, singing, and acting. 

 

III. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In the literature review, the survey is related to the summary of the important information to study the aims of existing researches 

on TV shows. In first paper shows how it produces a more precise rating perdition for each unrated user-item pair. In our work, 

the similarity of items is defined as the number of corresponding views which a user has given and the difference between those 

viewpoints spreading in a network model. 

The second survey deals with a scheme proposed by incorporating the social network information of the user from different 

location-based user profiles is obtained. 

In next when to recommend: a new issue on TV show recommendation it is seen that the time conditions of TV shows such as 

watching time and remaining time effects on how much the user is attached to the show, the recommendation must consider the 

time conditions as well as the user preference on that item. 

The fourth review Matchmaker allows the user network to match them with a similar TV character and uses relationship in the 

TV programs parallel comparison matrices to suggest to the user friends that have been voted to suit their personality at the best. 

 The last survey about metrics unexpectedness and for measuring the serendipity of recommendations lists produced by a 

recommended system. 

 

 

Sr no. Name of Paper  Method and algorithm 

used  
Conclusion  Idea for extraction  

1. Online -rating 

prediction which 

is based on an 

improved opinion 

spreading 

approach  

 

Method - Online-

Robust PCA(OR-PCA) 

and Algorithm is 

collaborative filtering. 

This paper suggests an 

approach of using time 

series analysis and 

upgrades text mining 

techniques to predict 

daily stock market 

directions. 

In this paper the 

method of OR-PCA 

is used and done with 

the help of 

collaborative 

filtering. 

2. A location aware 

TV show 

recommendation 

with localized 

semantic analysis 

 

Method -Non-negative 
Matrix Factorization 
(NMF) and Graph 
regularized No-
negative Factorization 
(GRNF). Algorithm 
used is data mining 

The strategy conducts 

prediction of TV show 

popularity for different 

regions based on the 

profile and same shows. 

This is a scheme 

proposed on the 

methods of NFA and 

GRNF method and 

implemented using 

statistical and data 

mining. 

3. When to 

recommend: a 

new issue on TV 

show 

recommendation 

 

Methods-Content-

based filtering, matrix-

factorization and 

collaborative filtering 

Algorithm- 

dimensionality 
reduction 

TV recommender system 

should be able to 

recommend item in 

online time, and deciding 

the recommendation 

timing becomes an 

important issue for TV 

show recommender 

system. 

Here the 

implementation is 

done by 

dimensionality 

reduction by the 

method of content-

based filtering and 

collaborative 

filtering. 

 
 

4. 
Online friend 

recommendation 

Methods- proximity 

match in vs personality 

Exponential growth of 

online social networking 

In this we come to 

know about proximity 
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through 

personality 

matching and 

collaborative 

filtering 

 

 

matching Algorithm- 

matchmaker  

 

has captivated our 

attention in  

recent years. 

 

matching and 

matchmaker 

algorithm which 

helps in social 

networking. 

5. Metrics for 

evaluating the 

serendipity of 

recommendation 

lists 

Method -Primitive 

Prediction Method 

(PPM) and Algorithm-

collaborative filtering  

The basic idea of our 

metrics is that 

unexpectedness is the 

distance between the 

results produced by the 

method to be evaluated 

and those produced by a 

primitive prediction 

method. 

This paper deals with 

PPM and 

collaborative filtering 

that results the 

method to be 

evaluated. 

 

IV. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

Nowadays the speedy development of sharing websites such a large amount of folks would like to become audiences in 

their daily entertainment. Like TV shows and websites, to draw in major audiences several efforts are taken for the 

recognition prediction. Different episodes square measure discharged on different days therefore to predict quality for TV 

shows square measure difficult therefore we tend to introduce this theme that predict the TV program popularity 

supported sentiment analysis in the social network. The web has socially entitled audiences in many unique forms, for 

example, audiences can rate TV shows through a social network, comment on them, suggest and share TV shows to their 

friends through a social network.  Some inventions have been ranging over these new activities of viewers but still away 

from realizing the potential of these new settings. 

V. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

 

In our system admin adds new TV Shows and thinks about the quality graph. Users will register and log in to the system. read TV 

Shows supported sentiment analysis and ranking wise. users conjointly offer ratings and comments on TV Shows posts. see the 

friend request and send a friend request. read graphs supported likes, dislikes, and sentiment wise. 

ADVANTAGES 

• More efficient.  

• View TV Shows Based on sentiment analysis. 

• Sentimental comment analyzing and predicting good or bad comments. 

• Easy prediction of TV Show trending based on people rating.  

• Graphical representation of TV Show popularity.  

• Sorting of graphs by Age, Gender, Location and Good or Bad comments based on peoples reviews or comments.  

• Easy importing of data and exporting it into graph.  

• Graphical data in printable format. 

• The visitor will get to know the show's popularity. 

 

 

VI. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE  

 

In our system admin adds new TV Shows and views popularity graphs. Users can register and log in to the system. View TV 

Shows based on sentiment analysis and ranking wise. Clients can enroll and log in to the framework. See friend request and send 

a friend request. View graphs based on likes dislikes, and sentiment wise. Unscripted television is the new mantra of TV makers 

and station chiefs. It is the way to build TRP evaluations and the end is consistently to outshine different channels and the 

"comparable however changed to a great extent" shows produced by the opposition. Most of the television shows, which are 

being telecast nowadays, are reality shows specializing in dancing, singing, and acting.  
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Fig: System Architecture. 

 

Everything now is a competition. So wild is the opposition in this portion that each channel brags of in any event a 

few unscripted TV dramas. Some of them are acquired lawfully from abroad, (generally and consistently from the 

USA the backup parent of unscripted tv) or some are modest duplicates of the shows abroad. The Indian unscripted 

TV dramas have additionally been reliably fruitful in offering a wide assortment. From Ability Chase Shows, to 

move dramatizations, to acting flicks, syndicated programs, talk shows, cookery shows.  

 

 We conclude to build such a system that will recognize people's sentimental comments on TV shows. 

 The comments from the viewer will be extracted along with the viewer details such as gender, location, etc. 

 The comments will be gathered from various sources and the entry will be maintained into the excel sheet. 

 The excel file will contain people's names, email id, ages, gender, location, and comment. 

 Based on people's comments and sentiments, the TV Show's popularity will be rated accordingly. 

 Admin will log in into the system and can perform a task such as Adding pages, maintaining entries, viewing graphs, and 

printing the graphs. 

 The system allows the admin to add pages by defining the name of the page and the link to that page. 

 All the entries from people are maintained by the admin in an excel sheet. 

 The entries may contain a name, email id, age, gender, location, likes-dislikes, and sentimental comment. 

 Based on the people's comments, a graph will be generated by the system, which will be categorized as age, gender, 

location, and good or bad comments. 

 Admin can also print the system-generated graph for maintaining a hard copy record. 

 Visitors can view TV show popularity data in a graphical representation in pie charts and bar charts. 

 Visitors can also view the popular show rating as well as the top show in a country. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

 In this paper, a preliminary TV show recommendation based on a sentiment analysis scheme is proposed. By incorporating the 

social network information profile is obtained. A TV show dataset with ranking, social network information is collected and the 

proposed method achieves promising results on it. In the future, more information will be investigated for better recommendation 

performance. 
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